The Importance of Etymological Dictionaries in Identifying the Norms of Written Speech (On the Basis of “The Hound of the Baskervilles” by Arthur Conan Doyle and Its Translations in Russian and Uzbek)

Abstract: Dictionary is a reference resource, in printed or electronic form, that consists of an alphabetical list of words with their meanings and parts of speech, and often a guide to accepted pronunciation and syllabification, irregular inflections of words, derived words of different parts of speech, and etymologies or in other words is a similar reference work giving equivalent words in two or more languages. Such dictionaries often consist of two or more parts, in each of which the alphabetical list is given in a different language. According to purposes they vary in types as specialized dictionaries, defining dictionaries, prescriptive vs. descriptive, dictionaries for natural language processing. There are other types of dictionaries that don’t fit neatly in the above distinction, for instance bilingual dictionaries, dictionaries of synonyms, or rhyming dictionaries. So dictionaries can be used for different purposes, particularly in medicine, technology, engineering, and other fields. Etymological dictionaries are considered as a main source for learning the historical establishment of the word. The values of etymological dictionaries are examined in linguistic analyses of the words or expressions which describe the origin and the historical development as well. Furthermore, through the use of various dictionaries researchers learn languages or define the meanings of unfamiliar words. Etymological and other dictionaries play an important role in the process of translation from one language into another. Particularly, the description listed in the dictionary serves for the effective completion of the process of translation. Translator selects the needed one by comparing the meanings given in the dictionary. Spacious ways of translation cause the enrichment of both languages and cultures.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Each type listed above is approved in every language distinctly. As B.N. Golovin mentioned “etymologist had to deal with the history of the language and life of the nation every time”. In line with B.N. Golovin’s request, it is impossible to learn etymology of the word without its history. P.Ya. Chernykh also encouraged the logic of B.N. Golovin, and as he listed “history and etymology enrich each other.” According to P.Ya. Chernykh, “appearance of the word and its role in language related, on one hand with the history of the language, on the other hand with life of nation who are the users of the language, and also with the development of its material and spiritual culture, and with natural conditions of its habitation, social development and relations with other nations”. In addition to P.Ya. Chernykh, etymology of the word reflects all the periods which took part in nation’s and language’s life. According to Sandro Nielsen a dictionary may be regarded as a lexicographical product that is characterised by three significant features: (1) it has been prepared for one or more functions; (2) it contains data that have been selected for the purpose of fulfilling those functions;
and (3) its lexicographic structures link and establish relationships between the data so that they can meet the needs of users and fulfill the functions of the dictionary. Furthermore, the etymology of the word and its history – these two periods in the life of the word in which bound exist its commitment in writing. And this information can serve in learning the history of the nation. Also well-known writers’ works have great influence on etymological research. But there is still some confusion in etymology of the words which is staying undisguised. Therefore etymological research should include not only linguistic knowledge, but also other fields.

Etymological theory recognises that words originate through a limited number of basic mechanisms, the most important of which are borrowing. While the origin of newly emerged words is often more or less transparent, it tends to become obscured through time due to sound change or semantic change. In many languages, words can appear in many different forms, but only the undisdeclined or unconjugated form appears as the headword in most dictionaries. Most specialists think that the root and first meanings of the word are enough in establishment, whereas the other group of researchers believes in biography of the word. But modern etymology considers both of them. Every language has its early etymological dictionaries which helped improve the latest researches.

English derives from Old English (sometimes referred to as Anglo-Saxon), a West Germanic variety, although its current vocabulary includes words from many languages. However, language change has eroded many grammatical elements, such as the noun case system, which is greatly simplified in modern English, and certain elements of vocabulary, some of which are borrowed from French. Although many of the words in the English lexicon come from Romance languages, most of the common words used in English are of Germanic origin. When the Normans conquered England in 1066, they brought their Norman language with them. During the Anglo-Norman period, which united insular and continental territories, the ruling class spoke Anglo-Norman, while the peasants spoke the vernacular English of the time. This led to many paired words of French and English origin. In the English language as the earliest dictionaries can be listed glossaries of French, Italian or Latin words along with definitions of the foreign words in English. For the other dictionaries were Dictionarius, Elementarie, A Table Alphabeticall, A Dictionary of the English Language and so on.

In the Russian language during the pre-Kievan period, the main sources of borrowings were Germanic languages, particularly Gothic and Old Norse. In the Kievan period, however, loanwords and calques entered the vernacular primarily from Old Church Slavonic and from Byzantine Greek. There began explicit attempts to fashion a modern literary language as a compromise between Church Slavonic, the native vernacular, and the style of Western Europe. The writers M.V. Lomonosov, G.R. Derzhavin, and N.M. Karamzin made notable efforts in this respect, but, as per the received notion, the final synthesis belongs to Pushkin and his contemporaries in the first third of the 19th century.

For the early dictionaries the work “Devon ul lugotit turk” of Mahmud Kashgari can be a notable sample in the Uzbek language. The Uzbek language was originated from Turkic. Some Russian linguists also searched on Turkic and helped for the enrichment of etymology of the Uzbek language. But the Arabs and other nations’ conquests left influence on Uzbek. It shows that all languages enrich and develop under the influence of the others.

In order to prove the opinion said above we follow the criteria given by E.I. Dibrova. As E.I. Dibrova’s opinion, “baseing on facts of relative languages etymological analyses put forward the following objects:

- Find out the origin of the word analysed;
- Define the meaning of the word in present;
- Specify the inner form of the word, e.g. its original meaning;
- Determine the original morphemic structure and derivational structure of the words;
- Define the historical changes of the word and the reason of etymological analysis.

The criteria given by E.I. Dibrova proves the real etymological analyses of the words. According to the object of the article only some of the criteria given above were taken.

In order to approve the followed opinions above we pay attention to the passage taken from the story “The Hound of the Baskervilles” (“Собака Баскервилей” перевод Н.Волжиной, “Баскервиллы Итп”) by Arthur Conan Doyle and its translations in Russian and Uzbek. The words analyzed are numbered by their accordence:

- Holmes was silent, but his little darting glance showed me the interest (1) which he took in our curious companion (2).

**1. a) Interest** - c.1425, from Anglo-Fr. interesse "what one has a legal concern in," infl. 15c.by O.Fr. interest "damage," from L. interest "it is of importance, it makes a difference," third pers. sing. present of interesse "to concern," from inter="between" + esse "to be." Financial and legal senses were in Anglo-Fr. Meaning "curiosity" is late 18c. Interesting meant "important" (1711); later "of interest" (1768).

- b) Interest 1) [mass noun] the feeling of wanting to know or learn about something or someone she looked about her with interest 2) [mass noun] money paid regularly at a particular rate for
the use of money lent, or for delaying the repayment of a debt) 3) the advantage or benefit of a person or group.

c) Latin interesse 'differ, be important', from inter- 'between' + esse 'be'. The -t was added partly by association with Old French inter 'damage, loss', apparently from Latin interest 'it is important'. The original sense was "the possession of a share in or a right to something"; hence sense 4 of the noun. Sense 1 of the noun and the verb arose in the 18th cent. Sense 2 of the noun was influenced by Medieval Latin interesse 'compensation for a debtor's defaulting'

d) Interest ← interesse ← interess—interest + esse: in-ter-est: -est is the stressed syllable;

e) Interest (historical form) ← interest (modern form); suffix -se is omitted and added -t by Latin; Etymological analysis is needed in learning phonetic changes of the words.


b) A person or animal with whom one spends a lot of time or with whom one travels: his travelling companion
c) Literally 'one who breaks bread with another', based on Latin com- 'together with' + panis 'bread'

d) Companion ← companionsem—companio

e) Companio (historical form) ← companion (modern form); Etymological analysis is used in grammar and teaching the development of the English language.

The Russian translation of the sentence:
"Холмс сидел молча, но быстрые, сильно возбуждаемые чем-то, необычно высказывали его..."

c) Literally 'one who breaks bread with another', based on Latin com- 'together with' + panis 'bread'

d) Companion ← companionsem—companio

e) Companio (historical form) ← companion (modern form); Etymological analysis is used in grammar and teaching the development of the English language.

The Russian translation of the sentence:
"Холмс сидел молча, но быстрые, сильно возбуждаемые чем-то, необычно высказывали его..."


b) A person or animal with whom one spends a lot of time or with whom one travels: his travelling companion
c) Literally 'one who breaks bread with another', based on Latin com- 'together with' + panis 'bread'

d) Companion ← companionsem—companio

e) Companio (historical form) ← companion (modern form); Etymological analysis is used in grammar and teaching the development of the English language.

The Russian translation of the sentence:
"Холмс сидел молча, но быстрые, сильно возбуждаемые чем-то, необычно высказывали его..."

b) A person or animal with whom one spends a lot of time or with whom one travels: his travelling companion
c) Literally 'one who breaks bread with another', based on Latin com- 'together with' + panis 'bread'

d) Companion ← companionsem—companio

e) Companio (historical form) ← companion (modern form); Etymological analysis is used in grammar and teaching the development of the English language.

The Russian translation of the sentence:
"Холмс сидел молча, но быстрые, сильно возбуждаемые чем-то, необычно высказывали его..."
The etymology of the word “кизикмок” is given in the dictionary in this way:

II. a) Ќвл. (тывр.); киыз (чаг.).
II. Кыз- 

А.М. Щербак востановляет в праформе долгий гласный: киык- “накалываться, краснеть”.

Долгого гласного потверждается як.формой.

◊ I 1. жаре, огонь — во всех источниках;
2. усердие, вождение;
3. сердиться — тур., алт., гаг., кар.к.; раздражаться — тур., гаг.;
4. спец. мед. температуру — тур., гаг.; разгревать;
5. быть под хмельком — ног.; пьянять — тат., чув.;
6. преть, гореть — тат. (о сене, зерне), чув.;
III 1. накалывать, раскалывать — кир., уз., уйг.диал. алт. (+ “лижиться”), (тап., вост.-турк.); разгораться — уз. (перен.); гореть; быть горячим;
2. воспаменять — алт.; возбуждаться — кир., уз., уйг.диал.; делаться странным — уйг.; становиться нетерпеливым — уйг.диал.; произывать интерес — кир., алт.; усердствовать, прилежать;
3. сердиться (вост.-турк.);
4. опьянеть — узд.диал.
5. преть, гореть — кир. (о сене) и ряд специальных и единичных значений.

Значения форм второй рубрики и 5 третьей рубрики представлены и в производных формах: тур. киз- “перегреваться, преть”, алт. кызык- “преть, становиться прельмым”, сяк. кызык- “стореть от сырости — о сене”, алт. кызыктүү-

ДО. stands for Otajonova Dildor


b) “Қызимкок” 1. Диккат-этибор бермок, диккат-этибор билан қармоқ. 2. Майд, мухабbat Қўймоқ; рабгантунирмок. 3. Астойди киримкок, берилмоқ. 4. Ҳавас қилиб әрғашмоқ;

c) The original meaning of the word қызимкок is “to be hot” and it derived from the word қыз.

d) қызар-қызар > қызық- қызық.”
e) The word қызимкок is borrowed into Uzbek from Turkish. Only some vowels are changed. The analysis is used in learning the origin of the word.

II. METHODOLOGY/MATERIAL & METHODS


Methods of the Research: In covering the topic historical and genetic, historical-functional, comparative-historical and etymological methods have been based on. The research was accomplished on the basis of contemplation of scholars and criteria which were worked out by them. The thesis was carried out under the topics “Lexicography” and “The Etymology of Modern English Vocabulary” in connection with scientific research of Jizzakh State Pedagogical Institute.

The results of the research can be implemented in carrying out the research in linguistics, the history of the language and translation studies. The thesis determines the future trend of science to certain extent, that is in future research on the topic “Written Speech Culture” and “Modern Theory of Translation” can be carried out.

The practical importance of the thesis can be identified by the use of its conclusion in teaching “Comparative Typology”, “Linguistic Typology”, “Lexicology”, “Speech Culture”, “Theory of Translation”, “Linguistics”, “Source Study” and “Textual Study” and conducting special courses.

III. CONCLUSION

The analyses indicate that Russian and Uzbek translators tried to keep the sense of the sentence. But the places of the analyzed words were changed depending on their language families.

As Uzbek words belong to the Oltaic family, they have different origin and meanings. English and Russian belong to the same family, therefore meanings and origin of the words similar to each other. Both Russian and Uzbek translators followed the normality of written speech culture.
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